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Okay it looks like we have hit two minutes after the hour. I want to welcome all of you to your employee 
assistance program, employee services. My name is Melanie, and I'm the moderator for today. I will turn 
this over to Bill Sandoval in a little bit. Before you do that, I want to go through some housekeeping tips 
in case you are new to our web platform. First and foremost, I want to make sure you know about the 
sign in poll and the left upper left-hand corner of your screen. Please type her full name and your 
department. Be sure to carry the callout icon to the right. The bubble icon to the right of the text box. 
That is what will broadcast your response. If you do not click it, we will not get it we do want you to 
communicate with us. We don't have any microphones on so you cannot speak with us. We do think 
what you have to say is important. Please communicate with us through the Q&A pot on the left-hand 
side of the screen. Type your comment earlier question in the text box at the bottom. Again, clipped the 
callout icon. That will broadcast your message to us. Hello the Q&A is the handout pod. There many 
different versions with reading devices. To download the handout, hover over it, hover over the title. BC 
download button, click it. If you do not see the download button, just click on the title and that will 
highlight it blue. Go to the bottom of that pod and click the download files button. Either way a new 
window will be open ended could be minimized and flashing at the bottom of your screen. Open it up 
and follow the instructions to download the handouts.  

 
I want to let you know you can watch this presentation in full-screen mode if you like the full-screen 
button is in the upper right-hand corner of the PowerPoint. Where the presentation. It's a square that 
may have four arrows in each corner. If you click on that, that will enlarge the PowerPoint and also make 
it so you cannot use the Q&A pod. If you enlarge your screen, please click it again so you can use the 
features. I also wanted to let you know we do have captioning available today. That captioning I'm going 
to restart it because it looks like we got disconnected. Let me reconnect that now.  

 
Okay. There we go. We have captioning for anyone who likes it. You do not need captioning and you 
want to shut it off, there is a button on the right side right above the captioning that has a drop-down 
box. It may save Magellan health. If you click on that arrow, you can choose no captions and it will shut 
off for you. We will be recording the session and it will be available on your website EAP that CalHR at 
California.gov. I will start the recording and then Bill will take over.  

 
Okay. This is Bill Sandoval. Welcome to the presentation. I will give you some background about myself 
in a minute. I have a real life person. This is me speaking. The ideal -- the idea the state of California is 
giving the class makes me happy. My background is, I spent the first quarter-century of my adult life 
working as an engineer working to help design [ Indiscernible ]. I tell people that because if I gave you 
the name of the company he would recognize it immediately. The largest integrated circuit company in 
the world. I tell people in those years, we did not have as comprehensive employee assistance program 
as the state of California offers its employees. It's important. Yoplait insistence programmer for the state 
of California offers Magellan and it's unbelievably good. I want you to know the stuff we offer isn't just 
me, it is not just me giving you good advice. It's what we call evidence-based data. Evidence-based 
meaning someone has researched it. Someone has looked into this. These are the things that are helpful 
for employees. The second thing to tell you about myself, I'm also a licensed psychotherapist in the state 



of California. I have been for many years. The reason I tell people those two things. Because again, I 
want to give you some assurance this isn't just a presentation we're doing. When I start talking about 
the mental health stuff, as we go through the slides, we really are coming from a place of expertise. 
They place of science-based data.  

 
I want you to feel very, very comfortable asking questions as we go through this process. I did a 
tremendous amount of classes at the state of California. I encourage you to sign up for those classes. 
They are very useful. The whole point is, what the state of California wants and what we want in 
Magellan . Give me one second.  

 
[ pause ]  

 
What we want, is to have good, healthy employees. We want people to feel safe. With the new EAP 
website launched on March 1 of this year, some changes that have happened include Explorer services. I 
will go through every one of these things. There is nothing on the website that says what is trending. 
What that means, what are people looking at books what are employees looking at? Featured topics. 
This is a monthly employee update you can look at the topic in advance. This month there is a really 
good one about being a caregiver and how to survive being a caregiver. We will talk about that as we go 
through the presentation. Your ads. Finding care, learning center and discount center. We will cover all 
of those today. You because we are not face-to-face and because are so many people listening, I'm not 
going to just follow the issues you have. I encourage you to write in the Q&A section your questions. We 
will try to address some of them.  

 
More importantly, as you listen to me, have a piece of paper nearby and write down your question. 
Maybe right the slide number. I'm going to show you how to get information and get those questions 
answered as I go through the presentation. Alright. Remember you are listening and talking to the 
therapist. The first thing I want you to do, is breathe and relax. Let's get through these slides.  

 
We will define what is and EAP. What is it, why do people use it? Reviewed the eligibility criteria and the 
employment categories and learn about each individual EAP service. That is the important part. Why do 
people use the EAP? In the mental health field, we have this model we call the, change model. We often 
use it when people are sensitive to things. We see that people followed this pattern in general. Which 
means if let's say for example, I'm not an alcoholic but let's say I'm living the life of an alcoholic and I 
don't really find anything wrong with my life. That's what we call the pre-contemplated stage of change. 
As I begin to realize my alcohol is creating havoc, I begin to think about. What why do? Where do I go? 
Maybe some review that are listening to the broadcast today are in that stage of contemplation. There 
is something going on in your life that you are thinking about and saying, how can I get help? That's why 
you are here. You are asking how can I get help? What are the steps? That's what we're going to talk 
about here in this presentation today.  

 
I said before the state of California is providing EAP support to the employees and two qualified family 
members. Through difficult times. I want to emphasize, not always difficult. Some of the things we are 
talking about, we are not here just because we are in a bind or we are having difficult times. It might be 
because I'm at a stage of growth. I want to find out more about how to improve my financial situation? 
How do I write a living will? We will talk about that in a couple slides here. I want you to not focus on 
the difficult times. I want to remember often I want you to come to the EAP website and use our 
website resources because you are in a growth mode. You are in a mode where you want to continue 
her education. You get a new job and a new position. Is not only for bedtime -- bad times.  



 
The second bullet, the EAP is free. It's confidential and I will explain the confidentiality as we get through 
the slides on therapy. It is confidential. Nobody is keeping track of how often you use it. It's available 24 
hours a day, seven days a week all the days of the year. One of the things I'm always amazed that, is that 
we have people that can interpret 140 different languages. So I encourage you to use this very good, 
very inexpensive, very confidential EAP service we have. So here are some of the major services I can tell 
you there are more. Short-term counseling. I want you to think about counseling, not just about mental 
health counseling, but financial or legal counseling. We will talk about that.  

 
Worklife services. When I talk about worklife services that used to be this push for worklife balance. But 
really, work is part of life. Having children, going through divorce, having intervention, worrying about 
legal problems. Those are life and those are work. What we are trying to do here, in the EAP process, 
support you in that journey. Okay?  

 
Financial coaching. Legal assistance. Identity theft. A lot of people have heard about identity theft, but 
until it happens to you, you do not realize how frightening it can be to have your identity stolen and 
misused. At the very end, health and well-being services. I will emphasize the fact it does not just 
include things like addiction or a mental disorder. It could be how to wife lose weight? I teach a callous 
on weight-loss. And maybe how do I get into a better exercise routine? We will talk about that.  

 
So why do people choose their EAP for all the reasons listed here. The negative side, alcohol and drug 
problems. Anger issues. Relationship problems. We do it for other positive reasons as well. Absolutely 
we are at a stage maybe 40 years old and we say you know, to get that next position I need to get an 
undergraduate degree. Maybe I need to get some more knowledge about a particular field. So one of 
the reasons I go to my EAP is to figure out how can I get some help to make a decision on which classes 
to take or what program? How will that affect me at home? Okay? I'm having some problems. Hopefully, 
we are back. This is going to be maybe continuous network problems occasionally. Remember, just be 
patient. Just be patient. I'm on slide 6. The eligibility.  

 
State employees, their lawful house or registered to the partners and unmarried, dependent children. 
Were children, children can be natural, adopted, step children under the age of 26, or any age if 
incapacity of self-sustaining employment due to mental or physical disability. We have a lot of people 
we cover here in our EAP. Last one is, dependent children in the military are not eligible. Okay?  

 
Next page. The categories of bargaining units five and seven employees. Exempt, and a juror, 
supervisory, confidential employees of the California Highway Patrol. Employees and managers in 
bargaining units six, 7, and eight including seasonal and intermittent firefighters. Seven sessions per 
problem type of employee. Seven sessions per problem type for spouse and registered domestic 
partner. Seven sessions per problem type for dependent children. Look at the other line of this slide per 
problem type. It means if I come into the EAP program and let Sam suffering from depression or anxiety. 
I'm going to go get treatment. I will get seven sessions on that. Lady maybe two years down the road 
and I have some other problem. I will get seven sessions. It's not seven and you are done, it's seven 
sessions per problem. What if I need more than seven? We will get to those slides and I will specifically 
expand on the definition.  

 
So again, problem types. I want you to remember it's not just problems, it can be growth, opportunities I 
feel like I want to go and go back to school. How do I do that? That is not a problem. It is a growth 
opportunity. Your EAP is here to help and support in that growth opportunity. Slide 8. Are California 



Highway Patrol, Department of forestry and fire protection, all the people you see in the first bullet. In 
those cases, we get three sessions per problem type, shared between employee, spouse or registered 
partner.  

 
Again, if I'm going fast, if you have questions, we want you to write them down on a piece of paper. 
Later, I will show you how to get those questions answered. Any questions you have the employment 
categories benefit level 3, all other employees. Three sessions total for the employee, three sessions 
total for your spouse, domestic partner and independent children. Dependent children. Confidentiality.  

 
Your UP is provided by Magellan healthcare. A wonderful organization. Definitely driven by science and 
medical research. Confidentiality goes beyond just what the state of California is putting in place. If you 
come to me. Use your EAP and you are going to go find a psychotherapist in California. You eventually 
get to me. My confidentiality to you is based on my license. I cannot feedback information to the state 
of California because of my license. Three exceptions are, if I know there is abuse going on with elderly 
abuse or child abuse, I have to, by law to report that and break confidentiality. Okay? If I feel your are at 
a high risk of self-harm harm to yourself or harm to another person, by law, I am required to break 
confidentiality. The last one, if the court orders me to discuss certain things you and I talk about, I am 
required to follow court orders. Those are the big ones. That's where we have to break confidentiality. 
Go out and usually it's for your sake to help you or to help someone else you care about.  

 
Other than that, it is confidential. Worklife services. Provide information, referrals to qualified resources 
and services that can help you navigate the processes you do not know. For example legal. Childcare, 
how do I do that? Childcare may be simple for somebody that has three children already, but if you are 
new to it -- I teach a lot of classes during the COVID-19 restrictions, and people are struggling to find out 
how to get childcare in this isolation world we are in right now. You cannot just take your kid down to 
the day care center use to. People are calling EAP asking about alternatives I have. I'm working from 
home, and it my kids are in the background doing school. Can I get help? The answer is, you can. Career 
educational development services. Not everything has to be negative. When he thinks we offer our 
positive for your growth. Elderly care. I have a slide for and every one of these the go into more detail. 
My 90-year-old dad, you will be 91 in December, he lives with me and has for a long time. We will talk 
about the trials and tribulations of having that wonderful opportunity. Financial services. Identity theft 
resolution. Legal assistance. Have a slide for everyone and we will go into more detail. I want you to 
notice something. The services on this page do not count against her clinical sessions. Remember the 
slide I just presented about three or seven or whatever? The services do not count against those 
sessions. Really important. You can use those all day long almost an unlimited amount of access to 
those.  

 
Let me take a breath so I can slow down. Childcare. Sometimes it's negative and sometimes is positive. 
Meeting people I'm giving these classes. I just gave him last week. There are several classes we teach 
through Magellan for state employees. One of the most difficult things I have going on with COVID-19 
restrictions and working from home is, how to write to those two things? How to bite my job and my 
kids in the next room are too young to understand I'm doing my job. How I get care for them? Those are 
the challenges that many people are facing. As a result of that, we have put in place in the EAP program, 
somebody that can help you to make the decisions deciding how you are going to mitigate those 
difficulties and tell we can get out of this COVID-19. In-home care, out of home care. There are some 
people in my neighborhood and what they have enabled to do is get people to come to the house and 
help them care for kids. To even provide educational support for them inside the house. That is what is 
available. Up to 30 minutes per phone consultation. The services do not count against your clinical 



sessions. We will look at care options for nonstandard schedules. We will look at before and after school 
care, and summer care. Remember, if your kids aren't going to school, how do I deal with that? There 
are experts that can help you to research and evaluate the quality or type of providers. For example, 
maybe do not have a special needs child. Not every child care provider has the facilities to accommodate 
that. In the EAP program, they will help you to find the right provider. Go beyond that. Consider maybe 
some of you are considering adoption or even, giving child up for adoption.  

 
What if I have a special needs child? What if I have someone with English as not their first language. 
Special needs in general. That is the service to help you navigate those questions. And again, I will pause 
here and say if you have questions, please write them down on a piece of paper. I will tell you later how 
we will answer those questions. Alright.  

 
Educational and student resources. This is one of my favorite slides. Many of us adults out there, we 
want to get a promotion. You want to go into a different field. We want to go into that department over 
there some of the requirements maybe I need some knowledge about this and that. I need a degree. 
This is where we can help you navigate this. There's the field in psychotherapy in the side of California, a 
licensed therapist that is well within the scope of practice and scope of expertise to help you make those 
decisions. I know it's difficult. You will say to me maybe in a clinical setting you will say Bill, I really want 
to pursue this degree in art. It's not going to help me in my job, but it's something I've always wanted to 
do. I have a good job, but I want to do this. How do I get that? Had my navigate that? How do I explain 
to my family? What will life do with the kids? Can I do it after hours? Etc. Those are the things we can 
help you with. The bottom of the slide, these services do not count against your clinical sessions. 
Financial aid. How do I do that? Bill, I can afford to send three kids to college. How do I do that? We will 
help you navigate that process.  

 
Elderly care. This is a personal favorite of mine because my dad lives with me. Thank goodness, my dad 
was pretty well put together. He does not have a lot of special needs. For those of us that are caring for 
elderly people or extended family members, can you really difficult. We teach a course, Magellan 
teaches a course on how to care for the caregiver. How can we get to the point where we are not 
burning out? Not only are we having to go to work every single day, we are having to come home and 
take care of other people. It is very difficult. It can get to the point where, where we are getting burnt 
out caring for elderly or special needs person. How do we manage that? When you get on the phone 
and you say, look, as I would do, I have my dad living with me. How do I determine where is a good place 
to put my dad? How to AVAL await the living arrangement. The healthcare, the legal rights, the financial 
concerns, how do I pay for this? Social Security, etc. We have those answers. Identify public and private 
resources for elderly care. There are so many in the state of California. Most of us do not think ahead 
about our parents getting older until it's too late. That's okay. Until that happens and then we begin to 
adjust. This is the place to start. Referrals to evaluate quality of care in a facility. How do I know this 
facility I'm sending my mom or dad to is legitimate? How do I know if they have good quality care? We 
can help you to assess that.  

 
The last one, assessing and monitoring the care of your loved ones over time as their needs change. 
What that means is, how do I know if my elderly person I love is developing some mental problems? 
How do I know they are not falling into some form of dementia? That's not your job to know that. It is 
our job of the EAP to help you go get that information and find the professional that can help you to 
make those assessments. At the bottom, again, all of these sessions do not count against your clinical 
sessions. You get up to 60 minutes per telephone consultation. All right. I want to emphasize before I 
leave this page, to tell you again, the classes Magellan offers, have a class just on supporting people 



caring for other people, including their spouses, including children. So you do not burn out. Don't let it 
get to the point where you are just too tired to function properly in many phases of your life.  

 
Slide 15. Financial services. I love this one because a lot of people don't pay attention to it. A lot of 
people I work with the state. Thank goodness I'm working for the state. Hopefully, everything will keep 
going well. I'm going to retire and get monthly check and I'm going to get healthcare paid there's much 
more to that. Even with guaranteed services or guaranteed income or at least what we hope will be a 
guaranteed income. Are we budgeting properly? A big of a nest egg do I need? How do I know I can buy 
this even though I have a guaranteed income? How do I know my debt is not too high or too low? How 
do I restructure mortgage? I'm about ready to retire, and how do I know whether or not I should retire 
before I pay off my mortgage? I got audited, what I do? About setting aside money for college funds and 
retirement? 20 oh have had two careers, the laws have changed in the tax code has changed. I'm not 
the expert what we can do, is call the EAP and get help. Two free 30 minute telephone consultations per 
use you, per year. One of those issues might be budgeting and the other issue maybe retirement funds. 
Three have discounted funds? Three have money available after I go beyond my allotted number? The 
answer is, yes. Absolutely. We can find people that will help you at a discounted rate once you have 
used up the amount of sessions you have available for free.  

 
Breathe a little bit and take a breath. I have covered a lot already. But I want you to do. Just step away 
for a second and realize, look at all the stuff Bill has covered. Look at all the aspects of my life I'm not 
really addressing and the EAP is here to help me. Slow down. Make sure you log into your EAP website 
and start looking at these services. Later when I give this class to the supervisors and managers I'm going 
to say, you do not have to go through this life by yourself. You don't have to suffer in silence. You do not 
have to blindly feel your way through areas you are not familiar with. Use your EAP. Okay?  

 
I'm on slide 16. Identity theft resolution. What happens all the sudden when you open your bank 
account and you find out you don't have any money in there? What do I do? I've heard it on the news. 
Identity theft. How do I resolve it? Once I know I have been a victim of identity theft, how do I resolve 
that? Also, what we're going to do, we are going to help you not to become a victim. The experts not 
me, I'm not the expert on identity theft. You will talk to people and say I'm thinking about this, I have my 
credit cards. I do not want this to happen. How can I prevent it? That's what this section of your EAP will 
do for you. We have experts that can help you.  

 
Legal assistance. I love this one again. Not only because it's in the negative situation. Certainly, because 
somebody got arrested for DUI or a criminal event, where do I start? How to buy begin? You start here. 
These people can help you. Also, look at the two bullets the top one especially. Not everything has to be 
negative. If you're near retirement, my kids are getting older, should I have a will should I have a trust? I 
don't have a lot of money compared to millionaires, but does that mean I should not have a trust? How 
do I give my money or whatever assets I have after I'm gone, how do I give it to my three different kids? 
That's called estate planning. There are people who can help you. What if you are going through 
divorce? What would you do? What if you do have problems within your family that requires legal 
assistance? This is the place to start. Okay? The last one is standard legal services like civil and consumer 
right, bankruptcy, real estate purchases and sales, criminal manners. That's what it includes. It is a 
starting point.  

 
Health and well-being. Really good stuff. We have slides for each one of these here. This is the summary 
which basically says, your EAP for the state of California through 10 to, is your resource. It's your 
resource which means it's a starting place. There someone here to help you navigate these processes. 



Help you with daily challenges, help you with difficult situation. I want to emphasize, also help you to 
grow to be better to have growth in your finances or your mental or physical health. It is not all about 
negative things. So there is appointment assistance, counseling, live chat, online coaching. Telehealth. 
Why should we use these? What are some of the reasons? Because you are struggling with stress and 
anxiety. Your stressed because I don't know how to send my kids to college. I don't know how to pay for 
it. I don't know where to start. As result, you have stress and anxiety. You see where two different 
people might need to tap into here. We might talk to the roots and how to deal with the educational 
system, and the second person might be me to help you address the stress and anxiety you are having 
okay? So find the time to do all of these things. Still find time to take care of yourself and find time for 
I'm just making this up, romantic aspects of your life or going on vacation, etc. Then you start shifting in 
your normal when you are feeling a bit down or said, when you are struggling coping with loss of a loved 
one, or you are having relationship issues -- that's the time to reach out and get help. There are 
hundreds of classes we teach. I encourage you strongly to go and look at the classes we teach. We teach 
these all the time, and they are really good.  

 
Appointment assistance. This is for the times when you need extra help finding an available 
appointment. Appointment to who? Appointment to all the people I've been telling about. A lawyer, a 
psychotherapist, a fitness coach, a financial planner. So what the EAP staff will do , they will take your 
personal information. Remember, it's confidential. They will contact dividers for you. They will find 
available appointments that fit your need. Okay? That's what I tell you, you just need to remember, take 
your time, and remember you are not alone, and we are here to help. That's at appointment 
assistances.  

 
I know I change slides. I'm going to go back to the last one. This is the thing where people say to me, Bill, 
it sounds great to do that but I don't have the time. I'm juggling kids and I have a family. I also have 
work. Now I'm trying to do work at home. That's the whole point these people will help you to take one 
more thing off of your plate. Page 20.  

 
If you look at the bottom of the slide, you will see for clearly states this service counts as face-to-face 
sessions. So here you are, it is not matter what group you're in, are limited to the amount assistance you 
get for free, and you may have to do something out of her own pocket after that. There are ways to find 
people who can continue at free or discounted rate. In my field, it's very very appropriate for licensed 
therapist to do what we call, a sliding-scale. It means I recognize this is your income and this is your debt 
level. As a therapist, I will deviate from my standard fee and adjusted so I can help you. Oftentimes 
lawyers take cases that are discounted or free rate just because they want to get back to the 
community. You will still get professional, licensed people but it will be discounted.  

 
Okay. When life presents you with problems, or when you are considering growth. It could be I want to 
go back to college on think about getting married or divorced, what do I do? People commonly seek 
therapy to gain a deeper understanding of themselves. That's really important. Work on marriage issues. 
I tell people all the time, please work on your marriage. Work on your marriage. Sometimes, I will tell 
you that, you might be in a relationship. It doesn't have to be a marriage. Could be an intimate 
relationship or with your children. You will say my partner or my child does not want to go to therapy. 
But I will tell you, as a licensed therapist, go by yourself. Even if you are in a marriage in your apartment 
does not want to go, you go because you can get help on how to cope with that difficult situation you 
are in. Coping with big life transitions like retirement or transferring to a new department, your kids are 
leaving your house, your mom and dad are moving in with you. That's what we deal with. Developing 
better parenting skills. Better skills in general. There are so many classes that I want you to take some of 



those classes. There is processing dealing with grief and/or trauma. Once we got COVID-19 and lock 
them, there a lot of people that were seeking help. They are like, how will it affect my life? Are we 
doomed? I'm not kidding, for some people I got to the point, are we ever going to get out of this? Is this 
a death sentence for everybody?  

 
A required what we might call brief therapy to say, we are okay. This is something we will address 
collectively but individually, I'm available to help you cope with things. You will meet with these people 
face-to-face if it's a local office. Especially during COVID-19, we have requirements that allow us now to 
do videoconferencing that does not have the same restrictions used to have pre-COVID-19. One more 
thing in your favor. If I have to drive away and find after work care so I can see you. I don't have that. 
Now we can do it over videoconferencing or just a phone call. Again, take a breath. Remember what I 
said, right down the questions you have. Resist the I cannot answer your questions. Write them down 
and I will tell you how to get the answers as we go.  

 
We do have a question. Someone is really concerned about confidentiality. There's a rumor going 
around someone who worked for the state for a long time said HR can access some of the information 
about EAP usage. Is there any truth to that?  

 
Okay. So here I get this kind of question all the time. So the idea that, like I said before when we were at 
the counseling session. My license is at stake. Even if the state of California came to me not through the 
court, and said we want to have some access to your records for one of our employees. I would 
absolutely say no, you cannot do that. There's a legal process for you to access information. So the idea 
there may be some data available to people, that's beyond my knowledge. I can tell you when it comes 
to the licensed therapist, there are very, very strict rules of who gets access to the stuff you and I talked 
about. Very, very strict. Is licensed therapist, we are coached on that we know very well to say no. You 
must go through the legal process to access information that me and my client may have talked about. 
You can always talk to your HR department. You could talk to your department and talk to the EAP 
program and asked them about specific . If that rumor has specifics, you may talk to your HR 
department about that and get clarification. Alright.  

 
When it comes to my license, I can play right now, I am protecting my license and my clients before and 
protecting other people who just want access to information. Good question. I am on slide 21. We only 
have a few slides left and we are doing good. We have plenty of time.  

 
Live chat is where, if you go to the website, there's a little icon on the right the last time I checked. It's a 
live chat. You can talk to that person just like you do with support for your cell phone or your new TV or 
whatever. That live chat is a person on the other end that is going to be the starting point. Not the 
endpoint. The starting point to find help. What kind of help? How do I know what type of therapist and 
need to meet with? What type of legal services do I get? How do I find out about community really 
services? How do I find out if there are resources nearby that can support and out of work person? 
These are just examples. How do I deal with my depression? During COVID-19, depression, suicide and 
all kinds of things have begun to affect people that normally would not be dealing with depression or 
anxiety. Marriages and families are stressed out. Because we do not have the normalcy of able to get 
out and get little fresher and get around other people. People who deal with depression in cases where, 
where someone has died. The funeral process is such a healing process in our society. Two and feel with 
others the loss and share the loss of someone who has died. Now we can even go into that. We cannot 
have a funeral gathering. Or I cannot go to my church. I cannot go to my book club face-to-face 



anymore. As a result of that, we get these residual effects that are hurting us. Depression, anxiety, loss 
of hope, etc.  

 
Coping with stress or loss of your ability to go and sit down and have dinner at a restaurant as a result of 
that, that me anything he did as a family, the family, with her friends. Now I don't have that. As a result I 
feel lost. I feel like I'm not myself. I don't have the normal outlet. The last thing is preparing for 
counseling. Not getting counseling, preparing for it. Which means, how do I get into a therapist and how 
do I get that therapist to help me? So that is the chat session. All you have to do is go to the website and 
you will see that little chat icon right on the side.  

 
I'm aware of the fact that sometimes as I'm giving this presentation, sometimes we are losing 
connection and you might hear some blank times where you don't hear me. All I can tell you is, sorry 
about that. That is this difficulty of having to work from home and having to do things online. Try to be 
as patient as you can. Remember the slides everything here, reference that in reference or questions 
you have by going to EAP site and asking. That's where you will find that information. So online 
registration and provider search means when you are looking for a counselor or therapist. There 
different kinds of people and you have to ask about which type I should get. Go to the website listed 
right there. Is the provider search engine to find a provider in your area. Note which counselors are 
available to meet in person and which offer teleconferencing. It doesn't necessarily have to be video. It 
could just be over the phone. You will find that information on the website. If you would like to meet by 
videoconference, then we will talk about do you have the right capabilities to do that? The hippo laws, 
we do not have to have it is stringent, as stringent restrictions now as we did prior to COVID-19. That 
makes flexibility for counselors a lot easier.  

 
Once you find a counselor, fill out the registration form, received a confirmation, and then reach out to 
the counselor directly to schedule an appointment. All services are confidential. I can tell you, licensed 
therapists in the state of California, I guarantee I'm not going to tell anyone that has not gone through 
the legal process, any information. Not even your name. Did Joe, come and see you on Tuesday? He 
seems pretty casual. And the answer is , we are trained from day one, to not give out that information. 
I'm sorry, I cannot give you any information. All right  

 
I'm almost done here. The Tele-EAP coaching is coaching available to help employees, achieve a specific 
personal or professional goal. Again, it does not have to be negative. Maybe wow, I want to change to 
another department and I need some knowledge about this field in order for me to be qualified for that 
position. How can I get there? What will happen here, is that the employee is going to work with a 
coach. Together, they will create an action plan. Here we might have to say, here's clearly what you 
have to do. You have to take these classes. On the second side, the coach will say, okay but that is 
offered only during the day, how we get offered to do that? That's available at night, what will you do 
with the kids or your family or whatever it is you have. In order to take those classes during the evening. 
The coach will help you to walk through the process. Including, including getting in contact with 
someone like me. For example, somebody gets a promotion to a managerial position. Our first reaction 
is congratulations! To ! You got a promotion. Your department recognized your skills. Now you are going 
to be a supervisor. Let me tell you what happened sometimes, not all the time. That person that got 
promoted begins to feel anxiety about am I qualified? What will I do? How will I handle all of these new 
rules and regulations and responsibilities that are getting put on me as a result of getting this new 
position? That's where therapy coach can help. That's where other people can help.  

 



At the bottom it says called EAP to request a session. Then they do not count against your clinical 
sessions. If you're talking to the coach and the coach says maybe did talk to a licensed psychotherapist 
about how you are feeling about this book that coaching does not count against the therapy sessions 
you will have with the license therapist.  

 
Telehealth gives us a lot of flexibility. It gives the employees the opportunity to meet with their 
professional via a teleconference. But again, I want to emphasize, it does not have to be teleconference. 
It can be without the video part. Employees can use their smart form or computer with a WebCam with 
high-speed Internet access. I will pause here. I will tell you for me, and me in my private practice. I 
almost 100% use teleconferencing. I want to see the picture of the person I'm talking to you. The reason 
I do, we teach classes on communications. We had one a couple of weeks ago. For me, I want to be able 
to read the body language of the person I'm talking to you. I want that person to read my body 
language. I want them to see my face and if I have an established relationship with them, they will 
probably get some comfort seeing my face. Not because my face is so beautiful to look at, but rather 
they can trust that face. They know that face. For me it's really important to see that face even though I 
would rather see you in person. If those are not available, I guarantee I get calls without the video side 
because I want to be there for my clients. I want to be there for my patients. Typically, the last slide, the 
service provides faster and more convenient access to mental health services. Faster in the sense of, I 
don't have to find day care to drive down, and I do not have to do extra stuff. I can find a quiet place to 
sit and talk. These services absolutely do count as face-to-face clinical session. We have to be careful 
and know there's a limit to how many sessions you will get. Okay?  

 
Virtual therapy is the stuff I was just talking about. The state of California does a great job putting things 
like chat on. You are not even talking. You are just using your texting to chat with a therapist. Again, this 
is allowed now because of some relaxation we have had and federal laws about HIPAA confidentiality. I 
want you to be aware, when you are on the Internet, you do have to be careful about people you know 
getting your data and exchanging your information. Let's just talk about it with your EAP. Talk about it 
with your therapist. You know, I really get nervous. We are talking via chat or text and I'm worried 
someone will get this information. Your therapist will be able to talk to about that. Key features. You can 
get counseling for the entire family. I love working with families. I love working with groups of people. If 
we are having relationship problems, let's get the people involved you're having problems with to start 
working things out. There are some laws like with parental consent. I continue any license therapist will 
make it very clear when you need to have rental consent and when you don't. It is something we can 
work with. We make it very clear. The second bullet, the sessions are highly individualized and last about 
30 to 60 minutes. Not all sessions are one hour. Several of my professional counselors that work with 
EAP services that only allow them to have a 42 minute session. 42 session done right can do amazing 
things. Don't worry about 30 minutes, 45 minutes or 60 mins. Getting help is what's important. Now, if 
you run beyond the number of sessions you get for free, then you can work with your therapist on how 
to why pay out-of-pocket? And should I pay out-of-pocket? Are there alternatives? The answers are, 
maybe. It depends on what kind of session you're in and what kind of support you're getting. You may 
decide this is not a good way to go.  

 
Web-based confidential. You can use it for everything they could do in a face-to-face therapy session. 
Some people are not as comfortable doing it online as they are with face-to-face. Just look at that list of 
things you can get online.  

 
The website. I have a couple of more slides here. The website is eap.calhr.ca.gov. Go to that website and 
start looking around. It's amazing what you have available. Don't go through trials and tribulations 



alone. There's no need for it. Available 24 hours. If you need help with police, guess what, if you're wide-
awake at 4:00 a.m., you can get on the website and get help. The videos are there. You can look at 
things and videos that may help you. At a time that is convenient for you. Register for the live webinars. 
I love doing it. Search for a counselor. You can do those on the website. Also, go beyond and look at 
some of the classes that are available through your EAP and three department through Magellan 
healthcare. Okay. We are almost done.  

 
There are two situations I'm going to go through. If we were face-to-face it would be easier. These are 
called vignettes with just means a little brief story. Here is an example. Is something we made up. On 
depression and insomnia. Just making this up. This man in this picture, his name is Boris and he is 
married to Chloe . They have a son in college and a daughter in elementary school. Boris works full time 
in a demanding job. Anybody relate with listening to me? We know a little bit about him and is a 
therapist this is the kind of information I will be drawing in for my clients in the first session. I know he 
gets a lot of joy out of running on the trail and playing cards with his friends. Since the sun has been a 
college the family has gone the two-hour drive to visit him. It sounds pretty positive except for the 
demanding job. Why might this lead to depression or insomnia? Here's what I do. I do realize that why, 
because of COVID-19, Boris cannot go and get that social relief he needs playing cards with his friends. 
As a result of that, he is feeling depressed. The fact his son is so far away, and they are making the strife, 
he is unable to sleep. His sleep patterns are disrupted. His normal processes are being disrupted. As a 
result of that, depression and insomnia he has never had in his life. To get my point? That's what we do 
with EAP. That's what we do as counselors.  

 
Another situation. How do I know if I need legal assistance? The lady in the picture, these are just made 
up but they are typical. She is divorced. She has full custody of her boys in kindergarten. She is an 
individual contributor and has been in her role for a year which means she is not a manager or 
supervisor. She wants a small, online business and she makes money selling crafts. Her cross probably 
bring her joy. The fact she is able to sell and people love that she is doing these things probably brings 
surgery. Now she cannot do those things because of COVID-19 her kids are at home. This you need legal 
assistance to help get child support I need from my ex? Those are the situations. Call the EAP . There is 
your number. There is your website. Remember 10 slated into 140 languages and it's available for 
people that qualify as your depends.. I'm going to stop here. Thank you very much for listening.  

 
[ pause ]  

 
Thank you. I'm just seeing if we have any questions. It looks like someone mentioned they missed the 
section on the counseling. I want to let you know, we are recording the session. The session will be 
available along with all the documents on your EAP website in about two to days that's on 
eap.calhr.ca.gov. You can also download the handouts that have the information. Either hover over the 
handout to highlight it. Click the download button if it shows up. Click on the handout title to highlight it. 
It will turn blue. Go to the bottom and click on, download file. That will open another window and allow 
you to download the handouts.  

 
I'm going to pull off real quick a poll question. The cool question is please rate your overall satisfaction 
with today's webinar. The responses are, very satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. Please 
click the radio button. That will tally your result. We are not broadcasting, so you will not be able to see 
them. If you click the button in front of your response, you will get your vote tallied. It does look like we 
are out of time. I want to thank you all for joining the presentation and thank you so much for 
presenting today, Phil.  



 
Have a good rest of your day.  

 
[ Event Concluded ]  
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